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Where the forests reach the sky

Men are equal and doves still fly

No thorns of war, a perfect rose

This is where the green grass grows

Out beyond the crystal stream

Like Dr. King I have a DREAM

Imagine such a goal in sight

For red and yellow, black and white

Whisper now, let the DREAM begin

It’s time to trust the truth within

This is where we seek and find

A gift in being colorblind

Dream on Dreamers, hopes are high

Where the forests reach the sky

Take me there, Oh take me now

                                                                               

                         -Todd-Michael St. Pierre
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In the simplest of words, as an NGO, we at Zav work to keep these dreams alive
It has been quite aptly said that the only thing constant in the world is change. In
our context we take a look at how the Indian society has changed. Back in the
black and white era, life used to be much simpler, genuine feelings of compassion
used to exist in society. The modern world is a very harsh and unforgiving
world.One might be forgiven for thinking Darwin based his famous thesis of
"Survival of the Fittest" on the 21st century. Such is the cut-throat competition
and ambition in every nook and cranny of the society that even the slightest of
shortcomings, something which may be beyond control, could spell doom. The
world then seems like a black place with a huge envelope of darkness ready to
engulf everything and there is nothing or nobody to turn to. Unless another
ordinary soul, another one who possibly experienced the same darkness and was
saved from it by a Samaritan like him chose to intervene and light a candle whose
flames, no matter how small would dispel the darkness. This would create a chain
of such similar episodes with happy endings where the ray of hope shines bright
in the end.

This is what we at Zav aspire to achieve. By building a volunteer network of
seasoned young professionals who themselves have faced and overcome various
obstacles in life, we hope to help anyone with a disadvantage, natural or artificial,
make a stand for themselves in society. We want to help them raise their heads
in pride and feel inferior and second best to absolutely none. Broadly we want to
raise the lower echelons of society, the ones without a voice, and the
unrepresented to the same level as the rest. We want to trigger a chain reaction
of caring and showing compassion whose ripples are strong enough to reach the
farthest shores of society. This is our mission for we believe nobody is born
inferior and nobody deserves to be told that they cannot achieve their dreams.

"                              how beautiful it was to be a child, to be able to dream, dream of
touching stars, dream of azure oceans, dream of conquering the clouds, dream
of saving souls and so much more. There is perhaps nothing more pristine than
the starry eyes of a child proclaiming himself to be the next Neil Armstrong or
the next Dr. Kalam and perhaps there is nothing sadder to see the flames of
such dreams being extinguished.

Oh,



aims & objectives

Improve productivity

of youth of India through

personality and leadership

development programs,

vocational training

programs and

peergroup

activities.

Encourage decision

making which is focused

on career choices and

keeping a positive

outlook on life.

Inculcate the high virtue of

“Kaayakave Kailaasa” and

promote a deep dignity of

labor in participants primarily

organized in small groups

which use an awareness

reflection and action method,

with a priority of being

led by the students

themselves

A constant search for

meaningful ways of

expressing concern for

others and share

the experiences

through a peer

group.

Inculcate the habit of

transforming thoughts into

deeds, deeds into beliefs,

beliefs into attitudes and

attitudes into a way

of life.

Empower the

differently

abled

Constant reflection

on inter and intra

personal approaches,

values, attitudes

and actions.
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ylp

prayati

cdsr

careerz

neev

our initiatives

Prayati is the health and hygiene initiative of Zav
Foundation. At Zav, we strongly believe everyone has the
right to have a healthy living and we are working towards
providing all those who are denied of these basic rights the
means to build a healthy future for themselves.

Neev is the non‐formal educational campaign of Zav for
school students. It focuses on the holistic development
of a child by conducting workshops ranging from
hobbies and communication skills to civic awareness
and heritage sites.

Careerz is the career guidance initiative undertaken by
Zav for students who are at the most crucial stages of
their academic careers, namely the students of 10th and
12th grade and a special program for UG and PG students
called Tussle 2.0, under which mock placements and
training are held.

YLP is the experiential leadership initiative of Zav. It
consists of two programs, YOUreka andYOUreka+ for
college students and working professionals and women
respectively. This initiative offers participants the
opportunity to hone their leadership skills, learn
important values such as teamwork and unity and
prepares them to meet the challenges of adolescence
and adulthood.

CDSR is the developmental studies initiative established
by Zav for carrying out research on development issues
such as the environment, rural development, public health,
etc. using a multidisciplinary approach. It facilitates
autonomous research through field action, training and
capacity building.

www.zavfoundation.org
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The most stunning and the most

powerful impacts made in

history have not come from the

richest or the most powerful

person. It is always the person

who can rally the troops, who

can ignite a spark in the hearts

 of the common people to fight

for him, who can silence a crowd

with a wave of his arm that can

claim to have truly made an

impact. That person is who we

YOUTH
LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM

YOUreka

YOUreka+

 turn to in times of uncertainty and instability, for we know, he

shall not falter, he shall not forsake his fellowmen and he shall

not give up until the end, that person is who we call a leader.

History is awash with examples of leaders who have come from

backgrounds beyond the imagination of normal people. May it

be a dhoti-clad bald man with a stick fighting for his nation, or a

“king” fighting for the oppressed and hated, or even an ordinary

tea-seller rising from the dust to lead one of the world’s most

respected nations, leaders have always emerged as unpolished

diamonds from the earth. All they require is some polishing to

shine brighter than a thousand suns.

We at Zav want to find such diamonds and polish them so that

they can make impacts that have the potential to change the

world. We want to create future leaders who are capable of

bringing about a change in the community and the country to

lead it towards a better future. With this view in mind, we

created the Youth Leadership Program (YLP). Under YLP we

serve society through two programs:

YOUreka
YOUreka+



Aimed at young college

students of pre-university,

graduate and post graduate

levels, YOUreka offers the

opportunity to inculcate

values like teamwork,

leadership and unity into their

character. This is done through

various innovative and

experiential methods like role

plays, group discussions and

even art sessions. The sessions

usually include around 15-25

participants who are helped by

facilitators and urged by

observers around them.

Currently over 250 students

are enrolled in this program

from colleges across

Bangalore and Hassan. These

students come from diverse

backgrounds including

engineering, law, medicine,

etc. which results in a variety

of opinions and a unique and

distinct thought process

emanating from the

participants which is highly

beneficial to the program.

Broadly this program

specifically targets working

professionals and women.

Aside from the previously

mentioned general leadership

training, YOUreka+ is also

organized for people who are

responsible for the

development of the upcoming

generation, for example

teachers. They are trained

how to bring out the best in

their students and effectively

create a chain of leaders for

the good of society and the

nation. Under the banner of

YOUreka+, Zav has

collaborated with the

employees of Akshaya Patra,

the NGO providing mid-day

meals to 1.6 million school

children every day. Their

employees were engaged in

team building activities and

were helped to bridge the gap

between themselves and the

students.

YOUreka YOUreka+

www.zavfoundation.org



  YLP
PAST ACTIVITIES

2k16

YOUreka+ organized in

Hyderabad for Chord

School teachers2k15

YOUreka+, Youth

Leadership Program for

teachers of Little

Millennium School,

Banashankari.

Oct 10

YOUreka+ organized at

the first annual

gathering of Sparsh

Ladies Club of CMB

YOUreka+ organized

in Hyderabad for

Chord School

teachers in June

Feb 13

Jun 16

Feb 06
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knowledge
sharing
initiative

In the immortal words of Aristotle, “All

men by nature desire knowledge”. How

lucky are those who can read and write.

Those enriched with this ability are

often disillusioned about the true bea-

uty and power of it. Imagine yourself

having the vision and intelligence to

create a new invention that can eradic-

ate drought or maybe even cure cancer.

While we gush over the immense power

of education, we must also realize that

India still has one of the largest popula-

tion of illiterates in the world.   At Zav,

we wanted to provide the children a

 different sort of education, one

which they don’t expect from their

formal school lives because we

believe aside from the formal edu-

cation system, it is equally important

to develop the passionte side of a

child. Hence, we started a non-formal

educational initiative under the

banners of Neev. In this program, we

help students find their passion and

connect to life through various

extracurricular activities. Under

Neev five different categories of

workshops are held for students:

Hobbies

How Stuff Works??

Personality Plus

Heritage Plus

Personality Development

NEEV

www.zavfoundation.org
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A citizen can truly feel like a child of a nation only when he/she is aware of the

history of the country. This workshop takes fascinating walk down History

Boulevard where the various heritage sites and monuments of historical

significance are discussed. Students are made aware of the rich and proud history

of our country so that they can truly identify themselves with the nation they were

born in..

Personality Plus   

We at Zav believe that the future can be inspired from the past. Hence, in this

workshop we introduce students to the various famous personalities of India. We

take a look at their lives, their journey, the obstacles they faced and how they

overcame it and their legacy. The main objective is to inspire students to adopt an

ideal role model and work to emulate their model in their own lives.

Heritage Plus   

In this workshop, students are exposed to professionals from varied fields who

share their immense knowledge and experience with the students. The general idea

of the workshop is to create an awareness about the general working of everyday

objects and to discover the science and technology behind it. It also helps students

discover their fields of interest which they may pursue as a career path in the

future.

How Stuff Works??  

Participants in this program are introduced to amusing activities which they could

pursue for pleasure like philately, numismatics, reading, art and crafts, etc. The

main objective is to help a student identify themselves, form opinions and develop

their personality. Key areas of personality development like communication, team

work, motivation and time-management are addressed in this workshop.

 Hobbies  



Apart from these five workshops, under Neev, Zav also

conducts a forum called the Forum for Civic Awareness
(FCA). This forum facilitates awareness regarding

various civic issues such as wildlife conservation, saving

girl child, animal welfare, AIDS awareness and global

warming. The primary motive is to create an aware and

socially responsible youth force who are ready to

participate in civic movements. The methods employed

in the forum include panel discussions, street plays,

movie sessions, debates and online campaigns.

One of Zav’s flagship projects, the ICCWC is aimed

towards the ever so large population of unconfident,

timid and introverted youngsters who suffer from

problems like stage fright. The program employs a novel

mentorship approach which has achieved stunning

results with participants being able to speak with great

panache and flair.

Personality Development

Under Personality Development Zav operates two models which are:

Zav conducts spoken English classes for school students

and imparts them the knowledge of Basic English required

for communication. With English being the most

commonly used language in the world, having the ability to

correspond in English opens up a world of opportunities in

various job sectors. Hence, not to deny these students

such opportunities, the first batch of spoken English

classes commenced from January 2016.

Spoken
English
Classes

I Can
Communicate

With
Confidence

www.zavfoundation.org

Forum of
Civic

Awareness



                                        An Indian always remembers four things in life. Parents’  thrashings,
,                                            home cooked meals, India’s routine victories over Pakistan in
                                              every field, and the late night struggles of 10th grade, 12th grade
                                             and college life. No matter where we are in life now, the  memories
                                          of the days we spent burning the midnight oil in fear  of the terrifying
examinations will forever remain flickering in our hearts and minds like a candle that
burns even in the rain. But, barring some exceptions, it had not been smooth sailing for 
majority of us at that time. Sometimes we think back and reminisce, what if someone
had guided me? What if someone had told me all the things I know now back then?
Would I have done something differently? Maybe, if I had known, I would have
mustered up the courage to face my parents and let them know that it should have
been my decision. Considering the fact that Zav is made up of a volunteer network of
young professionals from diverse backgrounds, we are aware of how painful and
frustrating the final stages of an educational period can be, simply because we have
been through all of that. We too have labored, we too have struggled, we have
swallowed both bitter pills of failure and the sweet nectar of success and we want to
pass on our experience and knowledge to the upcoming generation.

www.zavfoundation.org

careerz
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We understand that not all students have information pertaining to the career

options available to them and many simply follow the norm and end up suffering.

Moreover, we also understand the immense entrepreneurial potential our nation

holds and we try to create awareness among students that this is something they

can pursue and whose worth exceeds a lifetime. Careerz is one of the earliest

initiatives of Zav and under it we have two programs:

10th and 12th grade is a very crucial time for

students. If we trace back our lives, this

crossroad would stand out to be the most

critical and the most controversial one, at least

in India. Is it going to science or commerce or

humanities? Do I want to end up commanding an

industry, a bank or a university? Facing these

tough decisions can be a very tight dilemma,

particularly in the modern world where even the

slightest missteps could result in severe

repercussions. Recognizing the problems faced

by the students, we decided to lend a hand to

them. Delivering lectures on various fields such

as astronomical sciences, journalism, chartered

accountancy, public relations, analytics, event

management, nursing, civil services, designing,

etc. aside from the usual suspects of

engineering, medicine and law, we educate the

students about the choices they have and

empower them to make their own decisions and

carve a glittering path for themselves in life.

Career Guidance for
10th and 12th Grade

Students
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For the majority of us, the most cherishing

memories we have are of our college days.

Managing classes, or bunks depending on who is

reading, ditching mess food for the unhygienic

cheap junk food found just outside the college, the

perennial state of hypothetical penury and of

course the race to save the semester which begins

one night before the finals, our undergrads and

postgrads sincerely do deserve a huge round of

applause for the superhuman effort they put into

their lives. For all this effort, every college student

expects to get a job at the end of their course.

While most do get placed, there are some who fail

to get placed because of awry interviews resulting

from a lack of confidence or being overwhelmed

by the situation. Having faced these situations

ourselves, we decided to help out our fellow super

humans by organizing a mock placement event

known as Tussle 2.0. Spread over two days it

involves actual HR professionals boasting of

immense experience and commanding immense

respect in their fields. These professionals

volunteer with Zav and provide insights to the

students on the process of placement and how to

approach them. They also enlighten students on

various recruitment policies, interview skills and

group discussion specifics and train them in these

areas so that when companies come calling, they

will be ready.

Tussle 2.0
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Health is wealth, perhaps one of the most clichéd quote in history and also, the

most spot on quote of all time. Everything we do, we do to live a good life, chase

dreams, care for the people we love, etc. All of this is possible only if we keep

ourselves healthy. All our effort, all our hard work and everything we achieved

will be futile without our health. The main driving force of a country is its people

and for a country to be truly considered developed, it must have a healthy

population. In our country however, there are still many who are discouraged

from regular visits to hospitals due to different reasons like financial problems,

conveyance problems, etc. With a view that every person in the society has the

right to a healthy life, we started the health and hygiene initiative of Zav under

the banners of Prayati. Under Prayati, we serve the society in three domains:

Prayati

Awareness
Camps
Drives
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Under Prayati, Zav conducts various health

camps for the society primarily targeted

towards students, women and senior

citizens. In collaboration with various

stakeholders, camps are held for eye

checkups, dental checkups and general

health checkups where free service is

provided to the needy. In the future, we

plan to provide effective solutions effective

solutions to the medical concerns of the

beneficiaries of the camps.

Blood is always in short supply in

hospitals and blood banks. There are no

shortages of desperate pleas by people

for blood requirement in every niche of

the country. By organizing blood

donation drives, we hope to bridge the

gap between the supply and demand of

blood around the nation.

Drives

Camps

Awareness

We, as responsible citizens, feel it is our

duty to make the general public aware

about the choices they have to lead a

healthy life. We raise the various

concerning points which could have a

harmful effect and educate people on how

to avoid them. We also educate them about

various tips to stay healthy, follow a

balanced and nutritious diet cycle, benefits

of yoga and regular exercise as well as

medicines, Ayurveda and homeopathy.
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Standing for “Centre for Development Studies and

Research”, CDSR is the only non-academic research

institute situated in Western Rajasthan. Established

by Zav, it primarily serves as a research center for

development studies. First, what exactly is

development studies? It is termed as a

multidisciplinary branch of social science which is

most widely taught and researched in the third world

or developing countries. It basically

tackles issues relating to the

development of the nation

which may vary from environ

-ment, public health, economics

and international relations to

pedagogy, peace and conflict

studies, public health, and

gender studies.

Centre for Development 
Studies and Research
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Gender Studies 

Trade & Finance communalism violence

Social Environment

Infrastructure 

Industry

Poverty

Education

Agricultural Development

Human Development

Issues related to marginalized groups

Natural Resource Management &

Environment

Economic Policies

Sociology and Anthropology

Economics

Social Work

Sociology

Anthropology

Gender Studies

Psychology

Public health and Policies 

Environmental Studies

Political Science

Public administration

Education

Engineering

Communication

Geography

The primary goal in setting up the CDSR was to create a platform for like-minded

people to conduct research on such topics and substantiate it with data and hard

evidence. Their research will act as a beacon and help us focus on the areas where

change is most crucial. Moreover, we at Zav will conduct our own research on the

areas which we are currently involved in to understand more about what needs to

be changed and find the raw evidence needed to substantiate our plan of action.

Through CDSR, we want to create an environment charged with youthful energy

ready to work for the betterment of the nation where students are encouraged to

express themselves in order to help find solutions for various problems existent in

society.

RESEARCH AREAS OF CDSR



ways of supporting "US"

You could choose to get
amidst the core of our work
and volunteer to help us out
in any of our initiatives.

www.zavfoundation.org

“What have we done to the world, Look what we’ve done” once sang the
immortal king, Michael Jackson lamenting the bleak future our world was
heading towards. We as an NGO want to create a new future, but we alone
are too insignificant a power to force a change. Everything we do, we do for
the people and hence it is your power that will help us soar among the clouds.
Only when all of us together open our hearts can we create a true utopia.
Hence, we humbly request you to lend a hand and support us in whatever
capacity in any of the following ways:
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If you feel funding in cash is
notyour cup of tea, then you
could always choose to donate
in kind to our causes.



You could help us by choosing to
spread a word about us using
your own marketing strategy.

www.zavfoundation.org

We encourage students to infuse
our work with their academics and
contribute towards society. Interns
are awarded with a Letter of
Recommendation and a certificate
on completion of the internship
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Funds are always helpful for an
NGO and you could help us by
donating whatever amount you feel
suitable to any or all of our causes.



ongoing projects
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Women
Entrepreneurship
Development
Program

Spoken
English
Classes

Jnana Vahini
Mobile
Library

YOUreka+ for
Teachers

YOUreka+ for
Trainers

Careerz
Workshops



C1101. #1, Gopalan Residency,
Bhuvaneshwarinagar, Kempapura
Agrahara, Bangalore – 560023

+91 9686766577/9008866556

info@zavfoundation.org

facebook.com/zavfoundation

youtube.com/user/zavfoundation

twitter.com/zavfoundation

linkedin.com/company/zavfoundation

zavfoundation.wordpress.com

contact us
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